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Stay in touch, be on the
lookout,
be aware,
be watchful,
and keep
your eyes on
the horizon.
Exciting news
is coming soon to CSBMG!

You do not want to miss
out on this!

From the Director’s Chair
By Denise N. Forbes

Moving Forward Toward a Sense of Normalcy in 2021
A recent article by Monica Oss in Open Minds discussed how COVID 19 vaccinations
were moving the country forward out of its lockdown of the past 12 months. The week
her article posted, it was estimated that 42% of the adult American population had
received at least one injection of the vaccine and 24% having received both doses.
She also cited evidence that vaccination hesitancy had declined from 63% in
December 2020 to 37% in March 2021. Looking specifically at frontline healthcare
workers, 52% had received their first dose, according to a late February survey. From
the federal government to state government, restrictions on who can receive the
vaccinations have been lifted, with the expectation that by 4.19.21, any American
adult who chooses to receive the vaccines should be able to sign up to be inoculated.

The CSB of Middle Georgia chose not to require or mandate staff to be vaccinated
because we believe that this decision should, indeed, be an individual choice … not a
choice that is either dictated by government or organization. We do, however,
encourage every staff member to research information about protections offered
through vaccination and to continue discussions with your personal physician about
the right course of action that is best for his or her wellbeing and health against
SARS-CoV-2 going forward.
Many of our Executive Team members and Senior Managers have completed both
doses of vaccines with a few having appointments lined up in the next few weeks.
From the onset of having vaccinations available, we have encouraged staff and
consumers to get vaccinated. In particular, our I/DD program managers have worked
diligently in educating those served, their family members, and CSBMG team
members about the importance of doing all we can to prevent further infection and
encourage mitigation efforts in taming the virus. Most of our I/DD individuals have
made the choice themselves, through consultation with their PCPs, or discussion with
staff and family members, to become vaccinated. They are to be commended for
taking these steps.

Our team is in touch regularly with district public health offices and health departments
across our catchment area as we do all we can to stay abreast of the quickly changing
guidelines regarding testing and vaccination. We have constantly monitored updates
through the CDC, Governor Kemp’s office, and the federal government regarding
COVID-19. We will continue this practice until Georgia is no longer under a state of
emergency and our country is no longer under a federal state of emergency, again to
keep those served, our staff, visitors, and our community as safe as possible.
As our agency moves forward toward a sense of normalcy in 2021, encourage you to
discuss vaccination with our health department experts and/or your personal PCP. It
is hoped that we will soon be able to recapture a more comfortable sense of normalcy
and finally be able to put away our masks. I look forward to seeing that day come,
and for most of us, it cannot come soon enough.
Thank you for all you have done these past 13 months to keep the CSBMG open for
business and to keep folks safe!
Denise Forbes

Stephen’s

Georgia Association of Community Service Boards, Inc.

FISCAL YEAR 2021
GACSB I/DD CLIENT SATIFACTION SURVEY HIGHLIGHTS
DOU YOU LIKE WHERE YOU LIVE? 98% SAID YES
ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH YOUR JOB / DAY PROGRAM? 95% SAID YES
DO YOU GET TO CHOOSE HOW YOU SPEND YOUR FREE TIME? 99% SAID YES
DID YOU HELP MAKE YOUR SERVICE PLAN? 99% SAID YES

DO YOU GET TO CHOOSE WHAT TO BUY WITH YOUR SPENDING MONEY? 98% SAID YES
DO YOU HAVE A WAY TO GET WHERE YOU WANT TO GO? 97% SAID YES
DO YOU HAVE FRIENDS WHO ARE NOT STAFF OR FAMILY? 94% SAID YES
CAN YOU SEE FRIENDS WHEN YOU WANT TO? 88% SAID YES
DO PEOPLE AT YOUR WORK / DAY PROGRAM / HOME TREAT YOU WITH RESPECT? 99% SAID YES
DO YOU GET TO CHOOSE WHICH PLACE OF WORSHIP YOU GO TO? 93% SAID YES

DO STAFF MEMBERS LET YOU TALK IN YOUR OWN LANGUAGE? 100% SAID YES
DOES YOUR CASE MANAGER HELP YOU GET WHAT YOU NEED? 100% SAID YES
DO YOU GET THE SERVICES YOU NEED? 99% SAID YES
ARE YOU HAPPY WITH THE STAFF AND SERVICES YOU RECEIVE HERE? 99% SAID YES
DO YOU FEEL SAFE AT HOME? 99% SAID YES
IS THERE SOMEONE YOU CAN GO TO WHEN YOU FEEL AFRAID? 99% SAID YES

CSBMG is making preparations for
an exciting announcement! Are you
ready to find out what it is?

Happy Birthday
to my BFF,
Margaret McGraw!
Love ya!
-Brittany Askew

Happy Birthday Chief!
-The Birthday Crew
Left: Stephen Smith, I/DD Chief

Submit your co-worker’s picture & shout-out to Renia Avera.

Autism Awareness Day
S.P.I.R.I.T. did a puzzle relay using their cognitive skills.
We want to show how the pieces connect!

A dual diagnosed day
program led by Peers

If you haven’t visited our new S.P.I.R.I.T program, you are
missing out! Contact Teresa Holiday to learn more.

Congratulations
Steven Mark Yancey
on becoming a
CARES
(Certified Addiction Recovery
Empowerment Specialist)

For my birthday this year, I'm asking for donations to
Emerald City Helping Others Incorporated. I've chosen
this nonprofit because their mission means a lot to
me, and I hope you'll consider contributing as a way to
celebrate with me. Every little bit will help me reach
my goal.
Emerald City Helping Others Incorporated is the
nonprofit for RISEUP, our Addiction Recovery Support
Center in Dublin. We are raising funds to help peers in
recovery. For every $20 donated, a balloon filled with
your choice will be popped over my head. The balloon
pop will happen May 7th at RISEUP.

Thank you
Step One
for helping us Keep Dublin
beautiful today!
We appreciate all the
help!

Help me congratulate the
new Director for RISEUP!

Melissa
Tomerlin

Help me welcome a fellow
CARES and a RISEUP Board Member
as the newest peer staff at RISEUP!

Ashley Black

SO PROUD OF OUR
EMERGING ADULTS THAT
PARTICIPATED IN THE
TOUGH MUDDER ON APRIL
24, 2021! The start line
speaker opened up with a
testimony about a man
who was diagnosed with
Autism who runs the
events and then the entire
group that we were with
encouraged us, helped us,
and lifted us up as we
ventured together through
the challenges and
obstacles!!!! Everyone
finished and overcame so
much during this event!

Meet Macey Smith
Macey is from Dublin, GA and enjoys painting,
shopping, cleaning, cooking, watching Netflix,
and going on adventures with her friends/
family.
She has worked for CSBMG for over a year and
loves making others smile and laugh while at
work. Macey is a graduate student at Auburn.
She is studying clinical rehab
counseling. During her short
time with CSBMG, she has
Above: Macey at an Auburn game
carried the work loads in
many departments. She started off as a Day Service Case Manager at
S.P.A.R.K. and has rotated through Intake/Access, and she has already
carried responsibility within our PSRI-A team.
She has two cats (Meeshe & Sheena) and two dogs (Diamond & Rex). She
is extremely close to her parents and is obsessed with Chick-fil-A!
You might just see her on social media or advertisements as a
model at the local boutique, Luxe.

Middle Georgia Operations

Meet
Jerry Lane
Ogeechee Operations

“Jerry Lane started working at Jefferson County Service Center in July 1993.
He has worked with the prevocational program all these years. Jerry wears
many hats at Jefferson. He is our resident DJ, handyman, classroom leader,
bus driver, and "Keeper of the Grill". He is also a CPR and First Aid instructor
for the agency. He is a team player and works with
everyone to accomplish goals. He
wants the individuals to be happy.
He often goes above and beyond expectations to create fun
activities for those we serve. Jerry cares about the
individuals and it shows in how he strives to make sure that
they enjoy their day everyday at the center.
We at Jefferson are proud to call him part of
our team. Thanks!”
Teresa Irby, Program Manager

Jerry sings in
a quartet group!

Sometimes you just need to pull over
and admire our national bird!
On April 13, 2021 a team of CSBMG staff traveled to Waynesboro to collaborate with
Augusta University and the Burke County Schools about behavioral health.
Mrs. Denise Forbes yelled, “Pull over Lisa”!
To the teams amazement, there was a bald eagle sun bathing in the field. He saw the white state van
on the side of the road with all the flash photography going on and bolted!
It’s not everyday in Middle Georgia you see such a magnificent bird. It was a fun adventure and it was
a great memory made while continuing to serve within the community!

Do you know a person at work, when you are in a pinch and are stressed, that you call on?
You know that no matter the situation, that specific person will be there for you. They “have
your back”, they “help you get through it”. I do! I have a couple of people that will stop what
they are doing to help me anytime that I need them. Because of that, I want to give a “Shout
Out” to them! I would love to have an article in each Perspective where we can take the
opportunity to give others the recognition that they deserve! So, if you have a person at work
that you want to show appreciation to, send me a paragraph and a photo to be added to the
newsletter.
Renia Avera
ravera@csbmg.com

Someone called in and compliment the driver of one of our CSB vehicles. After researching,
it was found that the driver was Elaine Bell. Elaine received a plaque from her supervisor
and she received a certificate from the state.
During the monthly staff meeting, Elaine Bell was acknowledged on a job well done for
Driving our state vehicles.

Alvin Moorman, Elaine Bell, & Stephen Smith

Free Reece Cup Package or Hershey Bar to the first 6 people
that answer the PHISING answer correctly.

Brandon Mclean
Teresa Irby
Tina Clements

Sherlissa Taylor
Connie Smith
Wanda Ellison

The CSB of Middle Georgia honors our staff for the incredible work you have done during the past year --- a
which has seen our state and nation struggle with a public health emergency that few saw coming due to the
Coronavirus global pandemic. You have gone above and
beyond the call of duty to deliver essential services to
those we serve, including our most vulnerable clients. You kept our agency
open for business and offered assistance to untold numbers of individuals
across our communities who needed someone to talk to. You could be counted
on to listen and you offered hope during these difficult months.

Each staff member, whether employed full-time or part-time as of March 31,
2021 who worked during the pandemic year, will receive a one-time incentive
bonus as a “thank you” for your dedicated service to the CSB of Middle Georgia
and those we serve. A tiered breakdown of incentive payments is detailed
below which provides further information regarding the one-time Covid bonus.
You all have been great throughout the past year, and worked especially hard
during some of the most difficult days. Please accept our Board’s and our
Executive Leadership’s appreciation for staying the course during Covid-19 and
beyond.

Wellness Wednesdays & Financial Fridays
Money In the Bank
Do you have a bank account? According to a 2019 survey conducted by the FDIC
(Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation) over 7.1 million households in the US are
“unbanked”. In Georgia (2017) 12% of households do not have bank accounts. Why is it
important to have a bank account?
1. Convenience. Checks and debit cards offer proof of payment if needed. The FDIC insures
money in your savings accounts of up to $250,000.00
2. Automatic bill pay. To ensure you do not miss a payment, you can set up automatic
withdrawals for reputable vendors to pay monthly bills.
3. Safety. Carrying cash is a target for thieves.
4. Service charges. If you are unbanked, you would cash your check at various places that can
charge up to 3% of your check total which is money that is no longer in your pocket.
5. Mobile banking. Super easy way to handle all of your payment needs and deposits without
every going to the bank.
6. Options. Opening a checking account for your daily needs and a
savings account with interest for longer term saving are just two of
the options available. Be sure to know and understand overdraft
charges and other fees associated with any account you open.
(An overdraft fee of $35.00 on a $5.00 check could be devastating).
If you do not have a bank account, please contact one of your local
financial institutions to see what they have to offer.

Happy Monday after Easter everyone! Wasn’t Sunday the most beautiful day? Sun shining,
blue skies, temperatures were great. Easter brings the beauty of new life and hope for the
future and reminds us that life is a gift not to be taken for granted. Gratitude is the first thing
that comes to mind when I think of Spring and the Easter season.
You are alive – Enjoy! A great way to honor life is to thoroughly experience what it has to offer.
If you don’t enjoy the journey, you may be missing the point.

Feel the pulse of this very moment. Be present and feel
the wind blowing or the sun streaming on your face.
Breathe! Deeper and with attention. If you do this one
simple thing and turn it into a habit, you can calm the
mind which is your sanctuary.
Get excited about the ordinary! Be moved by the simple things. The ordinary becomes
extraordinary when you are present.

April is National Stress Awareness Month so we will celebrate by looking at ways to control
and decrease the amount of stress in our own lives. The year of the Pandemic has increased
stress levels by leaps and bounds so what better topic?
Stress can lead to anxiety, severe depression, acne, heart problems, digestive system issues
and much more, so learning ways to alleviate stress are
crucial to well-being.
Taking control of your personal health can make a difference
in your stress levels. We make excuses about areas of our
personal health blaming heredity, cake in the breakroom,
peer pressure to make unhealthy choices and more.
Reclaim control of your life by taking charge of your choices
whether it be through diet, exercise or getting a checkup that
you may have been putting off.

Managing Debt
The best method for building wealth is to eliminate debt. Debt can become a downward spiral
which breeds more debt so it may seem like an impossible task but as they say about eating
an elephant – one bite at a time.

Knowing how much you owe is critical to this process. Make a list of all debt and update
monthly to see where you are.
Pay bills on time. Money spent on late fees and penalties is money out the window for
nothing! Set up monthly recurring payments through your bank if that helps you to stay on
track.
Always pay the minimum but pay as much as you can over that to
help eliminate the debt.
Recognize the signs that you have a problem with debt and reach out
to an accountability partner to help you stay on track.

Having a positive attitude means being optimistic about
situations, interactions and yourself. People with positive
attitudes can remain hopeful and see the best even in difficult
situations. Having a positive attitude does not necessarily
mean you are less stressed, it simply equips you with the
tools you need to cope with stressors in a healthier way.

A few ways to keep a positive attitude are:
• Start a gratitude journal – there is always something
to be grateful for
• Treat yourself to some self-care every day
• Start every morning strong – Find a way to make your mornings bright
• Avoid spreading gossip
• Find humor in your day – Laughter is the best medicine
• Take small breaks
• Have something to look forward to after work – family, dinner, hobbies
• Practice meditation
• Focus on the long-term rather than the short-term
• Listen to music that matches your mood

Laughter is the BEST medicine. Laughter
draws people together in ways that trigger
healthy physical and emotional changes. It
strengthens the immune system, boosts
moods and protects you from stress related
illness. Nothing works faster to bring you
back into balance than a good laugh. It
lightens you load, inspires hope, keeps you
grounded, focused and alert. It also helps
you release anger!
f

Laughter relaxes the body, boosts the immune system, triggers the release of endorphins,
protects the heart, burns calories, and may even help you live longer. Those are the physical
benefits, but there are also mental and social benefits as well, such as, strengthens resilience,
enhances teamwork, helps defuse conflict and promotes bonding.
d

How can you bring more laughter into your life? By smiling, counting your blessing, move
toward laughter, spend time with fun people and add humor to your conversations.
Above all – learn to laugh at yourself and take yourself a little less seriously. Don’t dwell on
the negative.
d

Celebrate by surrounding yourself with friends and family who make you laugh until you cry.
It is also no coincidence that this month begins with April Fools Day!

Spring is definitely here and what a great time to shake up your Financial Fitness plan along
with your Spring fitness routine. Everything is new in the spring.
Save a little more! Increasing your savings by even a small amount, can make a big difference.
Be sure you are placing your savings in an interest-bearing account so that it can grow for you
over time.

Streamline your finances! Automate regular bills so you know exactly when they will be paid
so you don’t miss deadlines and incur late charges. Don’t forget to deduct those from your
account so you don’t overspend.
Pay down high-interest debt. Remember what we
talked about in the Road to Financial Freedom series – pay down those high-interest credit cards or
loans so that you can put those interest payments
to work for you instead of someone else.

The definition of mindset is whether you believe
qualities such as intelligence and talent are fixed or
changeable traits.
f

Did you know that there are two types
of mindsets?
1. People with a fixed mindset believe that these
qualities are inborn, fixed and unchangeable.
2. People with a growth mindset believe that these
abilities can be developed and strengthened by
commitment and hard work.
s

According to a recent article on mindset, fixed
mindsets seem to develop in those who feel they
should look smart instead of loving to learn to new
things and make mistakes. Research also shows
that people who are more concerned with how
they are being judged and experiencing fear that they might not live up to expectations
also results in a fixed mindset.
w

On the other hand, those who are taught to explore, embrace new experiences, and
enjoy challenges tend to develop a growth mindset. Rather than seeing mistakes as
setbacks, they are willing to try new things and make errors all in the name of learning
and achieving their potential.
A growth mindset is all about living up to one’s possible potential – whatever that may
be. Mindset also plays a critical role in coping with life’s challenges. Those with a
growth mindset show greater resilience and are more likely to persevere in the face of a
setback rather than give up.
d

Which of the following do you identify with?
1. People have a certain amount of intelligence, and there is no way to change it.
2. No matter who you are, there isn’t much you can do to improve your basic abilities
and personality.
3. People are capable of changing who they are.
4. You can learn new things and improve your intelligence.
5. People ether have particular talents, or they don’t.
6. Studying, working hard and practicing new skills are all ways to develop new talents
and abilities.

Spring Clean Your Health
Spring is a great time to clear out the
clutter from the winter months when
you were stuck inside but it is also a
great time to get back into some
healthy habits. Give your health and
wellness routine a spring cleaning.
Fill your plate with fresh, in-season fruits and vegetables. Many of the local farmers
markets are in full swing so pay a visit and grab some locally sourced fresh fruits and
veggies.
Be mindful of opportunities to “overindulge”. Warm weather brings outdoor
gathering picnics and barbecues that also bring unhealthy choices. Be sure to bring
some healthy options to your table in the way of fresh veg and fruits along with lean
meat choices.

Stay hydrated. Dehydration can cause serious health risks if severe. Even mild
dehydration can cause fatigue, low energy and headaches. Be proactive and drink
water throughout the day. Drinking a glass of water prior to eating also helps to fight
hunger.
Get outside and get moving. Now that the pollen is beginning to subside, take a
walk or spend some time gardening. Be sure to wear appropriate sunscreen but get
out and soak in some natural Vitamin D.
Reset your sleep schedule. Winter months sometimes cause us to become lethargic
in the evenings when it is dark early. Use spring as a reset to get back on track for a
good night’s sleep. Limit screen time prior to bed, do not exercise or eat within two
hours of bedtime. Try getting up at the same time each day.
Get your preventive checkups!!!

Story time boys and girls! True story #1! I overheard a
conversation recently during which someone was
bemoaning the fact that they had no idea how much
they were being charged for interest on a recent loan
they had take n out.
True story #2. Someone told me once that they never
had any money to save because they had gotten
themselves in a bind and used a payday loan company to
cover a check that they had to write in an emergency situation and then spent each pay
period trying to pay off the loan but with finance charges being 15% to 30% of the amount
being borrowed this can easily make the effective annual percentage rate soar into triple
digits! The particular situation I am referring to was a cycle of repeatedly extending the loan
which caused the fees to continue piling up. We were finally able to get this person out of a
vicious cycle and help them to save money for emergencies.
Sometimes borrowers may not have cash or other financing options due to low credit scores
so these types of loans seem to be the only option. A personal loan or credit card would not
carry such high interest but is still not the best option of course. The best option in all
situations is to set aside an emergency savings fund that is there for the new set of tires, a
new stove, an AC/Heat repair or you name it. These are the types of emergency situations
that tend to get people into a bind.

What a concept! What would happen if we all approached Monday like we do Saturday?
If we do not let culture tell us how to feel about Monday – that would be a good start.
Monday is the start of a brand new week – a clean slate. If you had a bad week last week, you
get to begin fresh. Let’s look at a few ways to get excited about Monday.

1. Be clear about what the week ahead has in store – plan ahead. Make notes on Friday about
things you wish to accomplish the following week so there are no surprises.
2. Keep similar sleep patterns during the weekend as you do during the week. Then you don’t
feel like you are getting up “early” on Monday.
3. Schedule something for Monday that excites you. Plan lunch with a friend!
4. Put the previous week “to bed”. Before leaving your workplace for the week – answer all
emails, leave your workspace organized so you walk in for a fresh start on Monday.
5. Read, watch, do something on Sunday evenings that lifts you up.
6. Don’t over-schedule your Mondays. If you know your calendar is double booked on
Monday – that does not help your mood.
7. Schedule some type of exercise/yoga/meditation for Mondays at the end of the day.
8. Each Sunday evening – consider how you can offer appreciation or acknowledgement to
someone in your world. Reach out to help someone else have a good week.
9. Turn down the tech on the weekends.
10. Straighten up your home area over the weekend so that you know where everything is for
your Monday morning prep.

Do you have days when everything irritates you like the clock ticking, birds chirping, computer
humming, lights buzzing in the hallway? Sometimes silence itself is uncomfortable. It is
important in the chaos of everyday living that we take a few moments to shut out as many
sounds of the world and just be. It is here that we can rest, rejuvenate, be creative and reflect.
Think about those near you in the workplace when you are talking, laughing, playing music at
your desk or are on a speakerphone call. If you don’t care for other’s noise – maybe they
don’t care for yours either. Walls are thin and voices carry so be considerate for others when
carrying on conversations.
A few tips for observing noise awareness:
Pay attention to the noise you make and respect your neighbors right to peace and quiet.
Turn down the volume on your radio/headphones to
preserve your own hearing.
Replace noisy activities with quiet ones such as taking a
walk.
If you are in a noisy environment such as mowing the lawn
or near heavy equipment – wear proper hearing protection.
Get a hearing screening test done.
“Observe one minute of no noise everyday” It is good for
your mental health and your hearing!

Unbudgeted Spending.
c

We have talked a lot about saving, paying off
debt, and investing but what about a little
spending money? We need to enjoy some of our
money, right? Absolutely! There is a way to do
this without going wild though! We still need to
be sure all of the bills are paid and that we are
setting aside funds in our emergency accounts
and for future needs (bummer)…. But we can
always spend a little of the leftover money.
v

Don’t go crazy! Set a limit with what you know is leftover at the end of the month after all of
the above-mentioned obligations have been met. If you are looking to make any big
purchases, be sure these do not interfere with anything else you have planned. If you are
thinking of going on a little trip – you may want to put your leftover for a few months into
your sock drawer (if you wear socks) to save up so you don’t go into debt on the credit card
while you are away.
f

It is all about planning and preparation….

Administrative Professionals Day, is a day set aside each year to recognize and thank
administrative and support staff for their service to our agency, individuals served and their
families, and our communities. The supportive assistance that the CSBMG administration and
clinical teams receive from our administrative professionals enable the CSBMG to fulfill its
mission. Administrative staff often perform the most mundane of tasks, many times hidden
from public view, but no less critical to the overall success of our agency. During this unusual
and challenging year in particular, we are grateful for their hard work, tireless dedication, and
commitment to helping others. Their efforts go a long way in making a real difference in the
lives of those who need or require behavioral health and intellectual and developmental
disabilities services. Their efforts are not overlooked,
and their compassion and customer service make a real
difference in the lives of others.
Please join me this week --- and throughout the year --to shine a spotlight on the work, contributions, and
dedication of our administrative professionals! Happy
Administrative Professionals Day 2021!
With gratitude and appreciation,
Denise N. Forbes, MS, LPC

From the Dept. Of Public Health:
GA's DPH has issued an alert regarding counterfeit pills
sold as Xanax or Percocet containing fentanyl & causing
an increase in overdoses in Richmond Co, the Coastal
health district & the NW health district. Reports indicate
the pills may also be in other areas of the state. If you
are seeing unusual overdose activity or suspect the
presence of possible counterfeit pills in your area, please
call the Georgia Poison Center at 1-800-222-1222 or
contact the Drug Surveillance Unit at
ga.opioidprogram@dph.ga.gov.

From Georgia Overdose Prevention...
If you use:
Assume all street drugs except
pot may contain fentanyl.
Purchase and use fentanyl testing
strips. If supply tests positive for
fentanyl, don't use or use much
less than normal....consider
heavily diluting product and using
less. Have naloxone. Never use
alone, or if you must, call the
Never Use Alone phone line
(800-484-3731) which can
notify EMS if indicated. Do a
small test dose. Go low and slow.
Check out apps like
Canary - Prevent Overdose.

In Memory of Doretha

4/6/2021

Today our C&A and Emerging Adult Programs lost a precious soul who we all love
dearly. Doretha Wright, age 62 passed away this morning after a battle with cancer. The word
battle does not bring to light the strength that she demonstrated through this sickness that
never stole her determination to get better so that she could come back and work with her
little ones and work family.
Doretha worked with our kids for 15 years as of June 1st. She fed, transported, taught, and
loved thousands of children who came through our doors over the years. Doretha had one of
those personalities that was infectious, and her goal was to make you laugh, even through
tough times that have presented over the years. She was loving and if you spoke to her, you
felt that she cared and knew that she loved you unconditionally. Her genuineness and
wisdom impacted so many, not only our kids but also her work family, her friends that she has
worked with over time.
I want to share just a few things to bring a smile to this sad news that has left our little C&A
and Emerging Adult family heartbroken. Many
years ago, when I was supervising the group programs,
I made a change that Doretha
just did not quite agree with and she let me know it.
Anyone who knows her will smile at the next words. She
walked into my office and said, “Ms. Marnie I guess I
need to put my size 12 shoe on you huh?” and then she
walked out, and I could hear that bubbly snicker that she
always sounded off when she had done
something of the mischievous nature and that was
most all of the time. Well, I heard her, and I thought
about the change and I figured, well this must really be a
bad call, so I changed it. If I had a dime over the years of

how many times she would giggle and then say those same words, which were powerful, I
would be rich. She did not mean anything by her words and only wanted to bring smiles and
encouragement to all of those she touched. She was a woman of great wisdom, and I
always appreciated her feedback.
When I last spoke to Doretha, she was in the hospital and we prayed and talked about what
was going on with her. She told me to please hold her job because she would be back. I
promised her that she would always have her job with us, no matter. And she will! Doretha’s
position and memory will be with us permanently until we all draw our last breaths as well.
She was one of those memorable, loving, funny souls who left others feeling loved and
important.
Please keep Doretha, her sweet family, her work family and the many, many kids whose lives
she impacted in your prayers. Doretha Wright aka Miss Doe or DW, we love you and know
that you are at home with our precious Father telling Him just who needs that size 12 shoe to
straighten them out. Rest in peace my dear, loving friend. We will all see you soon!
Marnie Braswell
Child, Adolescent & Emerging Adult Coordinator

Announcements
Please be sure to check your emails for
any required Cybersecurity training
requests and complete those in a timely
manner.
Reminder: Please wear your name badge during work
hours, on and off-site, while on CSBMG business. Also,
make sure the badge is visible. This is not only for
identification purposes, but also for safety measures.
Thanks!






We are performing maintenance on all computers.
Computers need to stay powered on at all times to
receive updates. It is ok to log off; just do not shut
down.



Make sure that you are screened for COVID-19
symptoms when entering for work every day.



Please park all state cars in their designated area.
Should you have any questions please call Alvin P.
Moorman



Contact our IT Help Desk at extension 1011 with all IT
related needs. This helps in tracking open tickets and also
in ensuring that our IT team is prioritizing the needs of the
agency due to the criticality of the issue.



When you are emailing a fellow CSBMG employee make
sure you are choosing the correct csbmg email
address and not their personal email address.

Contact Sherlissa
Taylor at
staylor@csbmg.com
if you are interested
in being a part of our suicide
prevention coalition for
Dublin/Laurens.
We meet on the last Tuesday of
each month via zoom at
11:30AM.

